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Abstract - Haptic information such as pressure (tactile) distribution could improve the clinical outcomes significantly by helping to detect tumors within soft-tissue organs and indicating potential abnormalities. In open surgeries, fingers are used to obtain this information. However, current surgical tele-manipulators do not provide explicit haptic feedback during soft tissue palpation. This paper describes a tactile sensing and feedback system, consisting of a colored tactile information display and pneumatic multi-fingered haptic feedback. This tissue stiffness feedback system is validated by palpating two phantom organs to locate tissue tumors. The results proved that the stiffness distribution is acquirable, visible, and palpable using our method.
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1. Introduction

Hands of surgeons have an important role as tactile sensors for identification of tumors during intra-operative palpation in open surgeries. Information of spatially distributed tissue stiffness is essential for palpation. Stiffer tissue could indicate the location of tumors. During Robot-assisted Minimally Invasive Surgery (RMIS), the sense of touch is still missing, which makes the intra-operative tumor identification difficult.
In order to identify the tumor location and its boundaries in surgical procedures of cancer treatment, preoperative tumor identification techniques are widely used, involving insertion of a marker near the tumor prior to the surgery under medical imaging (CT or ultrasound) guidance [1][2]. Intra-operative imaging methods have also been introduced. The co-registration of pre- and intra-operative images is used to solve image quality problem of the intra-operative images [3]. However, new problems can be caused by the computational time constraints, tissue deformation, and differences of parameters, resolutions and plane orientations [4].
There are mainly two reasons for the difficulties of operating palpation via a surgical tele-manipulator through direct force feedback. First, most existing surgical tele-manipulators, such as da Vinci and Titan Medical Amadeus, do not provide haptic feedback. Only DLR (German Aerospace Center) has created a 7 DOF robotic system for surgeries providing bimanual force feedback and 3D vision [5]. Second, “instrument palpation” is quite time consuming that a study shows that each trial costs around ten minutes [6]. 
Research aiming to develop an alternative method for intra-operative tumor identification has become increasingly active. Liu et al. [7] proposed a rolling indentation tissue probing approach to localize abnormalities during MIS; the stiffness distribution map of a soft tissue surface can be generated by exposing the tissue surface to continuous rolling indentation using a force-sensitive wheeled probe. Moreover, methods of graphical overlays have been created to represent the distribution of material properties [8]–[11]. Besides, distributed palpation haptic devices have been introduced for tumor identification in MIS, for instance, the application of tactile actuators [12]. 
In our previous research, we proposed and validated an approach that creates a palpable tissue model in virtual environment based on the reconstructed surface of a soft-tissue organ using a Kinect depth sensor and the organ’s stiffness distribution acquired during rolling indentation measurements with a force sensor [13]. Palpation was applied to this tissue model using a Geomagic® Touch™ haptic feedback device. We have also demonstrated that visual cues can be used to enhance haptic feedback for palpation on virtual model of soft tissue [14]. Tactile sensors have advantage over force sensors regarding the application of stiffness distribution. Tactile sensors comprise an array of force sensing elements which can detect spatially distributed forces within the array and gather a range of palpation information of soft tissue including variations in stiffness [15]. Moreover, multi-fingered palpation is more common and is considered more useful than single-fingered palpation when attempting to detect differences in stiffness in the examined tissue [16]. In this paper, we use a tactile sensing array and pneumatic multi-fingered haptic feedback actuators to replace rolling indentation and single-point force feedback. Visual and multi-fingered haptic stiffness feedback are proposed to be combined together for the representation of soft tissue stiffness distribution in real time. 

2. Methodology

2.1 System overview

Figure 1 shows a conceptual image of the proposed tactile sensing and feedback system. This system, which focuses on capabilities for visual and haptic stiffness feedback, consists of the following main components: a position and tactile sensing module, a graphical interface, and a haptic feedback interface. The graphical interface displays the organ surface contour and stiffness distribution. Sensor measurements, particularly force and motion, are transmitted to the vision system to reconstruct organ contour and display the stiffness map. At the experimental stage, the robot arm, to which the tactile sensing module is attached, is controlled manually. In a practical application, a master-slave configuration can be used to replace this part. Soft tissue areas with normal and higher stiffness reflect the health status of different soft tissues. The pneumatic haptic feedback actuator creates a deformation of the user’s fingertip and gives an impression of the indentation when palpating a soft organ. Higher air pressure represents stiffer tissue regions while lower pressure represents softer regions. The calculation of the air pressure values is related to the tactile sensing input.


Fig. 1. The experimental multi-fingered palpation system for minimally invasive surgery

2.2 Tactile Sensor 
A tactile sensor array is mounted on the underside of the palpation probe head. The tactile sensor from Pressure Profile System, Inc (Los Angeles, CA) is capacitance based and consists of an array of 4×6 elements for pressure sensing. This tactile sensor module has been widely used in Tactile Sensing System (TSS) [10], [11], [17] and Tactile Imaging System (TIS) [8] for tumor detection.
2.3 Visual Feedback
As related work of visualization of stiffness distribution, the TSS by Trejos et al. [10], [11], [17] and the TIS by Miller et al. [8] were developed. Using TSS, both contact force data (kinaesthetic data) and the color-contour pressure map (tactile data) were provided to the user. However, the visual representation only shows the pressure distribution information within the sensing area. There is no pressure distribution map for the entire organ surface. Using TIS, the surgeon can locate tumors by scanning the surface of the organ using the probe and observing the change in pseudo-colors of the stiffness distribution map overlaid on a live video for a few seconds. However, stiffness data graphical overlay on a camera image may block a portion of the field view of the surgeon. Our proposed stiffness distribution visualization provides a pressure distribution map for the entire organ surface, which is located on the reconstructed organ surface contour alongside the camera image of the operation site. 
According to the design of the proposed multi-fingered palpation system, the tactile sensing probe is attached to a Geomagic® Touch™, which can provide a 3DOF motion tracking. In a graphical interface, the tactile sensing data with 24 elements are RGB color coded and plotted on a square planar facet using the minimum and maximum stiffness values up to now, whose position and orientation is determined by the pose of the sensing probe. Blue color represents the minimum stiffness while red color shows the maximum stiffness. The color goes from blue to cyan, yellow, and then red, when stiffness goes higher. This colored square planar facet moves along the sensing probe on the graphical interface. When contact occurs, if the enter button is pressed, this colored square planar facet persists on the screen at the contact point. At the same time, the position, orientation and tactile information of current contact point can be saved. After several contacts, the contour of the object can be reconstructed. Meanwhile, the tactile information is visualized. The position of the tactile sensor array, namely the tip of the probe, is used for the contour reconstruction. Because the probe is attached to the stylus of the Geomagic® Touch™, the tip position needs to be calculated based on the transformation matrix of the reference point position on the stylus returned by the Geomagic® Touch™ and the coordinates of the probe tip in the last coordinate frame attached to the stylus joint.   
2.4 Haptic Feedback
Three pneumatic actuators are in contact with the fingertips of the user to express soft tissue stiffness information. Each pneumatic actuator contains a deformable surface, a non-deformable substrate with a cylindrical hole, air tubing and a pressure-controllable air supply. The details of the pneumatic haptic feedback actuator are presented in [18], [19]. While multi-fingered haptic feedback conveys more haptic information than single-point force feedback, the actuator elements in this multi-fingered palpation haptic system are much reduced compared to tactile haptic methods, e.g., ones described in [20], [21]. We have validated the feasibility of this pneumatic multi-fingered haptic feedback device used in palpation simulation [18]. Multi-fingered haptic palpation with this device has proved to be more efficient than single-point palpation [18]. When the tactile sensor array contacts the organ phantom, we assume the indentation depth is the same for the entire sensor array. Data from the two middle rows of the sensing elements, 6×2 elements, are divided into three groups to feed back to three fingers. 

3. Validation and Results

To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed visual feedback method for soft tissue stiffness distribution two experiments were conducted on phantom organs. Two phantom organs were used: one was 120×120×30 mm3 with three spherical hard nodules (A, B, and C; 6 mm, 8 mm, and 10 mm in diameter; 6 mm from the spheres top to the soft tissue surface) embedded inside ((a) in Fig. 2); one was a semi-sphere (56 mm in diameter; 1 mm from the sphere top to the tissue surface) with one spherical hard nodule (D, 8 mm in diameter) embedded inside ((b) in Fig. 2).  As shown in Fig. 3, a tactile sensor array mounted on a probe, which is attached to a Geomagic® Touch™, is used to acquire stiffness distribution of the phantom organs. The results are shown in Fig. 4. As indicated by the colored stiffness distribution maps, four hard nodules were found, which matches the locations of the four embedded hard nodules. Especially, in the stiffness visual feedback of phantom organ I, the stiffness levels of those three positions also match the nodule sizes. The largest nodule C is marked with red color, the highest stiffness; the middle sized nodule B is marked with yellow color; the smallest nodule A is marked with green color.

Fig. 2.  Phantom organs

Fig. 3.  Experimental setup of motion and tactile data acquistion for soft tissue stiffness distribution visual feedback.
4. Conclusions
This paper presents a tactile sensing and feedback system for tumor localization during soft tissue tele-operated palpation. The distribution of the soft tissue stiffness is displayed in a graphical interface using color coding of tactile data. Pneumatic feedback actuators are used to change the stiffness of the air balloons to simulate soft tissue stiffness and recreates the deformation of fingers in palpation. As demonstrated in the experiment, hard inclusions in two phantom organs can be successfully localized. In the future, user study needs to be conducted to evaluate the proposed method further.

Fig. 4. Results of soft tissue stiffness distribution visual feedback: (a) is the result from phantom organ I; (b) is the result from phantom organ II; (c) is the color coding of tactile data.
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